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grangegorman
public art

An Open Invitation

September 2015 marks
the beginning of a new
phase of major public
arts opportunities within
Grangegorman, Dublin city’s
newest urban quarter.

This invitation provides
introductory information on
Grangegorman Public Art. It is
designed to be comprehensive
and, so far, consists of six
diverse but complementary
public art pathways.

Here, we outline the background
to this new urban quarter
together with information on
the level of funding and support
available, along with details of
the application procedures.

The Grangegorman Development
Agency (GDA) is the statutory
body set up in 2006 under the
GDA Act 2005 which is responsible
for the redevelopment of the 73
acre Grangegorman site into a
new urban quarter in Dublin 7.

In 2011, the GDA commissioned
the Grangegorman Arts Strategy
and the subsequent establishment
of the Grangegorman Public
Art Working Group (PAWG) to
oversee the implementation
of the Art Strategy.

GDA – Grangegorman Development Agency
PAWG – Public Art Working Group
GEM – Grangegorman Estate Management
HSE – Health Service Executive
DIT – Dublin Institute of Technology
DEIS – Delivering Equality of Opportunity in Schools

Extract from ‘Dreams of a Summer Night’,
New Collected Poems (2011), by kind permission
of the author, Derek Mahon, and The Gallery Press.
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In developing Grangegorman
Public Art, the PAWG found that
this phrase crystallised what it
hopes for this project. ‘… the lives
we live’ are the last four words
from Derek Mahon’s poem ‘Dreams
of a Summer Night’, itself the last
poem of Mahon’s most recent
collection. PAWG has adopted the
‘spirit’ condensed into these lines,
which so succinctly embody the
ideas of the poem, for the public
art that we plan to enable over
the next three years. Very many
lives, lived across the full spectrum
of humanity, wove the texture
of the word ‘Grangegorman’
into the consciousness of
Dubliners, and into the lexicon
of those further afield.

In a far more humanly expansive
way, we hope that the new
meanings planned for the word
‘Grangegorman’ will provide
enjoyment and expansion for
those who will live, work, and
study in this transforming area,
as well as for all those who will
visit this vibrant new quarter.
The aim of Grangegorman
Public Art is to enable artists,
art-workers and communities to
contribute to the transformation
of ‘Grangegorman’, both as an
idea and as a place. It is hoped
that this will be just the beginning
of a long-term commitment to
integrating art into the living
fabric of this emerging and
exciting part of Dublin.

Six Pathways

Whether individually, or
collectively, Grangegorman
Public Art is delighted to invite
artists and art-workers to
consider participating in one, or
more, of the six pathways
outlined below. These are
designed to facilitate a wide
range of ideas that will add to
the distinctiveness of the area,
whether to do with its past
history or with its emerging and
promised future. The governing
aim is for the highest standards
of art and engagement.
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Lending and Acquisitions

Major Visual Art
Commission/s that
leave a lasting
legacy in
Grangegorman
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This is an open brief. These commissions will be
selected by a two-stage open competition for visual
artists. It is anticipated that between one and three
commissions will be awarded depending on the quality
and nature of the applications. Visual artists will be
asked to propose an initial outline concept/approach.
The overall budget allocation is €250,000. Additionally,
the GDA will provide relevant support throughout the
development process by working with the artist(s) to
assist in the full realisation of work.
The closing date for submission of applications
for Stage One is 4th December 2015. A shortlisting
process of up to five applicants will be undertaken
by a Selection Panel that includes members of
the PAWG and external panel members, including an
international curator. Closing date for Stage Two
is 18th March 2016. The aim is to complete the work
and hand over title to GEM, who are overseeing the
management of the Grangegorman campus on behalf
of its stakeholders, by December 2017. A detailed
briefing document and application form is available
on request at public.art@ggda.ie.

Community-Based
Projects/Events
aiming to
increase local
participation
in the arts
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Awards here will be annual. They will take the form
of bursaries to be provided to a number of artists/
organisations. The recipients will be selected by a
single stage competition to assist selected projects by
artists/arts professionals working in partnership with
local communities. They will be selected and supported
via a joint presentation and interview process. The
overall budget allocation for two years is €95,000.
Closing dates for applications will be staggered
to allow for time to build partnership relations.
They are 15th January 2016, 24th June 2016, and 25th January
2017. A detailed briefing document and application
form is available on request at public.art@ggda.ie.

The Cultural
Mapping
Project
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This is a project aimed at mapping the cultural
resources within and around Grangegorman. The
overall budget allocation over two years will be
€25,000. This will be a single-stage competition. It
will entail a presentation and an interview.
The aim is to creatively produce a durable,
growing ‘Cultural Map’ of Grangegorman which will,
in turn, be a practical resource for longer-term
cultural activity in the area. It is expected that
deliverable outputs will be presented at intervals
throughout 2016 and 2017. Closing date for
applications is 11th December 2015. A detailed briefing
document and application form is available upon
request at public.art@ggda.ie.

The ‘Creative
Agents’
Initiative
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This will be an educational initiative involving artists,
educators and community activists. It is inspired by
a Cultural Agents initiative at Harvard University and
is centred on the leadership role of the arts. It will be
of interest to community/group leaders in a variety of
social and learning situations.
The budget allocation is =C25,000. This will
include supporting arts activity, including
community access and participation. Scoping
of this pathway is continuing. Artists,
arts professionals, educators and community
representatives wishing to register an expression
of interest are asked to email public.art@ggda.ie.

‘…the lives
we live’
International
Public Art
Conference
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This conference will be led by DIT’s Dublin School of
Creative Arts in conjunction with European partners,
arts agencies and organisations in Ireland and
internationally. The aim is to host a conference which
focuses on particular aspects of art and design practice.
The budget allocation is =C25,000. This project
is currently in development. Artists, arts
professionals, educators, and community
representatives wishing to register an
expression of interest in this pathway are
asked to email public.art@ggda.ie.

Lending &
Acquisition
Policies
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During the lifetime of ‘…the lives we live’,
the PAWG will assist in developing policies and
exploring all avenues to secure the temporary
relocation of artworks to the Grangegorman urban
quarter. These may be sourced from public or from
private collections.
Artists, collectors, arts professionals,
institutions, agencies and business
organisations interested in supporting this
pathway are asked to register their interest
by email to public.art@ggda.ie.

The
Grangegorman
District

Relevant Facts
The population of the Republic of
Ireland was 4,581,269 in 2011. Of
this total population, some 19%
live within 10km of Grangegorman.
The total population of the GDA
area in 2011 which includes parts of
Stoneybatter, Smithfield, Broadstone
and Phibsborough was 25,549.
Polish nationals emerge as the single
largest non-Irish national grouping,
followed by nationals of the UK and
Lithuania. The ratio of lone parents is
significantly higher in some adjacent
areas than the national average. All
schools but one are designated as
‘disadvantaged’ under the DEIS.
The transformation of the 73 acre
site which constituted the grounds
of St. Brendan’s Hospital from a
closed-off institution into an integral
part of the public life of Dublin city
is one of the GDA’s highest goals.
The Agency, together with master
planners Moore Ruble Yudell and
DMOD Architects, have led the
design process. This process places
health, education and community
at its heart, and is underpinned
by principles of connectivity,
accessibility and sustainability.
Grangegorman is a place with a long
and resonant history and culture.
Grangegorman is diverse, dynamic
and fast-changing with a clear overall
design. It will be home to a variety
of stakeholders of whom the most
identifiable are: the local community,
the HSE, DIT and the Dublin 7
Educate Together primary school.

The Local Community
There is rich variety in the local
communities in terms of age, nationality
and potential interests which the PAWG
continue to work with in the evolution
of Grangegorman Public Art. The new
urban quarter has much to offer by way
of a resource to these communities
including its newly developed parklands,
the cultural garden, playgrounds
and playing pitches which will be
accessible to the local community.

The Health Services Executive
The former St. Brendan’s Hospital
was operated by the HSE. The GDA,
on behalf of the HSE, has completed
the Phoenix Care Centre which now
serves residents and daycare users
of the former St. Brendan’s Hospital.
The Phoenix Care Centre is an active
Psychiatric Hospital which provides a
number of specialist services to patients
both from the local area and from a
wider region extending from Cavan to
Newcastle in Wicklow. Because many
of the patients are detained and not
in a position to provide consent to
engage with Artist’s it is impossible
to provide access to the clinical areas
of the hospital but the reception area
along with its current art installations
can be visited by prior arrangement with
the Mental Health Manager’s office.

Further development on the site
will provide primary care facilities,
community and continuing care
provision for older persons, and for
people with disabilities. These HSE
facilities will provide local, modern
healthcare services to Dublin North
West Inner City area in a quality
environment within the new urban
quarter. The social and cultural
heritage of the previous institutions
that occupied Grangegorman is of
national significance. Artists may
wish to explore aspects of the site’s
past history and may reference
the future vision for healthcare as
the campus matures over time.

Dublin Institute of Technology
DIT is one of the largest Higher
Education Institutes in Ireland, with
over 14,000 full-time equivalent
students. Grangegorman represents
a consolidation for DIT, aiming to
assemble approximately 25,000
students and 2,000 staff in a
single campus for the first time
in its history (previously it was
scattered over 39 locations).

DIT is a pioneer in technological higher
education in Ireland. Its alumni have
played important roles in technical
and scientific innovation, economic
and social development and culture
and education both in Ireland and
internationally. DIT combines the
academic quality of a traditional
university with career-focused
teaching, discovery and application
of knowledge. It has strong links
with local communities aimed at
enhancing their access to education.
Within DIT there are a number of
professional artists, designers and
photographers on staff. The Dublin
School of Creative Arts, already at
Grangegorman, has 700 art, design
and photography students including
MA and PhD students. Some of these
are already engaged in professional
careers in their specialised areas.

Dublin 7 Educate Together
Primary School
A primary school for approximately
400 pupils, with specific provision for
special needs pupils, is to be relocated
into a new building on the site through
funding from the Department of
Education and Skills. This will be a
multidenominational, co-educational
primary school. The school currently
occupies a temporary building on
the Grangegorman site which it
moved into in September 2009.

The
Process

Funding of Grangegorman Public Art
‘…the lives we live’ is
primarily funded by the Per Cent for
Art Scheme , a government fu nded
programme whereby an additional fund
of up to 1% of the cost of a publicly
funded infrastructure or building –
though capped at €64,000 – can
be reserved to commission original,
site and context-specific works of
art. The GDA has pooled funds from
various capital projects, and this
is now in place to resource these
six pathways from 2015 to 2017.
In addition, the GDA will seek to
supplement this with additional sources
of funding and support appropriate to
particular projects. Where additional
financial or ‘in kind’ support, partnership
and collaboration are sourced,
these will be undertaken with the
agreement and support of the GDA.
NB. Budget allocations for each pathway
are considered to be inclusive of all
costs, including artist and professional
fees, production, outsourcing, technical
and community involvement. The
GDA will provide contingency support
and expertise where possible.

General Points About
Application and Assessment
Each pathway has its own timescale.
In general, applicants will be asked
to engage with the qualities and
features of the Grangegorman
site, and its hinterland.
The role of the selection panel for
each pathway will be to make ranked
recommendations to the Public Art
Working Group. The PAWG will make
the final selection, and will recommend
such to the GDA which will, in turn,
enter into contracts to enable the
commissioning of the selected
proposal. Depending on the nature
of the work(s), title transfer will be
brokered by the GDA with the relevant
stakeholder recipients and GEM.
Specific selection panels, representative
of stakeholders and with relevant
sectoral expertise, will be involved
in each selection process. Selection
panels for Grangegorman Public
Art will be made up of a majority of
artistic expertise. They can source
technical, environmental, community
expertise to inform the selection
process. The PAWG will oversee the
selection process for each pathway,
and can invite specific expertise to
inform selection panels if required.

Applicants are initially required to
complete an application form to
register interest. If successful in being
awarded a commission, the successful
applicants will be expected to comply
with site and safety requirements.
The lead applicant/partnership will
be required to provide evidence of
tax compliance and insurance.
Please note that incomplete or late
applications cannot be considered.
In the event of there being
insufficient applicants to meet the
requirements of a pathway, the
PAWG will close the process and
will proceed to direct negotiation.
Appropriate contractual agreements
will be agreed prior to commencement.
These will address some of the following
points as applicable: creation and
description of work and processes,
where appropriate, the GDA’s right
to work-in-progress, the artist’s/
partners’ commissioning fee, process
schedules, authorship/intellectual
property rights and liability.
All queries will be responded to up
to three weeks prior to the closing
date. The GDA will endeavour to
provide an immediate response
to questions received.
These guidelines are expanded
within the briefs for each pathway.

Working Collaboratively
The GDA, working with stakeholders,
will provide relevant support by
working with artists and communities
from concept to conclusion.
The PAWG is responsible for overseeing
the commissioning process. It is
formed from senior nominated persons
representing the key stakeholders:
GDA, DIT, HSE, Local Community/
ies and the wider Arts Sector. It is
independently chaired by Ciarán
Benson and is supported by a Public
Art Coordinator, Jenny Haughton.
The full membership of PAWG is:
Ciarán Benson – Chair
Jenny Haughton – Public Art
Coordinator
Eleanor Masterson – Health Service
Executive
Kieran Corcoran – Head of Dublin
School of Creative Arts at DIT
Jacquie Moore – Deputy Art Advisor,
Office for Public Works
Christina Kennedy – Senior Curator:
Head of Collections, Irish Museum of
Modern Art
Anita Groener – Artist
John Mitchell – Director, DMOD
Architects
Vanessa Fielding – Artistic Director,
Complex Productions
Ronan Doyle – GDA
Communications Officer

Feedback and Evaluation
Throughout the three years of
‘… the lives we live’:
Grangegorman Public Art, the
PAWG welcomes reactions and
responses. We are committed to
collaboration and transparency.
Once artists and projects are agreed,
there will be opportunities for people
interested in ‘…the lives we
live’ to offer support and input.
Interest groups will be made up of
volunteers and professionals. The
role of the volunteer is to contribute
to a community of support which
encourages and helps in the full
realisation of a project or process.
Interest groups are open to people with
a range of abilities, to students and staff
across the DIT and HSE campus and
people living locally. Interest groups for
each pathway will comprise individuals
willing to commit a suggested minimum
of 1 hour a week for up to 12 months.
If you are interested in hearing
more, write to public.art@ggda.ie.

Information/Links
Information is available online via
the ggda.ie website publications
section. This is updated regularly
as information becomes available.
–	Grangegorman Arts Strategy
+ Information Pamphlet +
Briefs + Application Form

Contact
+353 1 402 4140
public.art@ggda.ie
www.ggda.ie
 Grangegorman Development Agency
 @grangegormandev

– Grangegorman Masterplan
– Grangegorman Strategic Plan
–	Joining Up the Dots II –
Socio-Economic Demographic
and Employment Profile
and Job Opportunities in
Dublin’s North Inner city.
–	Project update on completed,
ongoing and future projects.
–	Short Talks from stakeholders
– GDA, HSE, DIT, Community.
–	Grangegorman
Sustainability Strategy
–	Refer to Dublin City Council
website for development
plans: www.dublincity.ie
– www.dublin2020.ie

If you would like to be included on
the mailing list for public information
specific to ‘...the lives we
live’ 2015–2017 please let us
know at public.art@ggda.ie

The Clock Tower
Grangegorman Lwr
Dublin 7

+353 1 402 4140
public.art@ggda.ie
www.ggda.ie

